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Abstract - The action of slow charged particles is peculiar in that
atomic collisions are commonly involved. In atomic collisions, which
are rare events when fast particles interact with matter, displacement
of atoms and chemical bond-breakage is possible.

Sufficiently energetic neutrons generate charged recoil particles in
matter. Some of these are slow as compared to orbital electrons, but
the energy transferred to such "slow" particles is generally relatively
small. Yet, it contributes significantly to the dose absorbed from 0.1-
30 keV neutrons. In tissue all recoils induced by neutrons of less than
30 keV are slow, and above 0.1 keV the absorbed dose due to collision
dominates over that due to capture reactions.

The aim of the present paper is to identify those intervals of neutron
energy in which atomic collision damage is most probable in living matter.
The results of calculations presented here indicate that atomic collisions
should be most significant for 0.5-3 keV neutrons.



1. Introduction

Energy transfer, due to collision»from charged particles to single bond

atoms, is probable for slow particles (Lindhard et al. 1963, Watt 1969).

In most such 'atomic collisions" too little energy is transferred to

make removal of the target atom likely. At high momentum transfer,

however, chemical bond-breakage and displacement of atoms are possible.

Such bond-breakage occurs at the site of interaction and in the same time

one or several "hot" atoms are produced. This implies that the primary

effects are qualitatively different from ionization and excitation due to

electronic interaction (Christophorou 1971). The extent to which these

fundamental difference become significant after neutron-irradiation of

living cells is still largerly unknown.

Neutrons generate charge recoil particles in tissue. Some of these -

mainly protons with kinetic energies below 25 keV and C, N, 0-ions below

a few MeV - are slow as compared to the orbital electrons they could

carry. Generally, \cry little of the energy expended by neutrons in matter

is carried by such "slow" particles. This fraction, however, contributes

significantly to the dose absorbed from 0.1-30 keV neutrons in tissue-like

matter (Bergman 1974), because all recoiling particles induced by neutrons

of less than about 30 keV are slow, and the absorbed dose due to capture

reactions is comparatively small for neutrons above 0." keV.

Many experimental findings indicate a close correspondence between the

mean energy expended per primary ionization and the yield of inactivating

events such as single-strand breaks in viral or cellular deoxyribonucleic

acid (DNA) (Setlow and Setlow 1972, Lytle and Ginoza 1969, Veatch aid

Okada 1969). It appears likely that all bond-Dreaking events are poten-

tially critical in living matter. However, the probability of repair may

vary considerably with the chemical character of the molecular lesion.

This is reflected, for example, in the different capacity of the cell to
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repair lesions induced by decaying I nuclei as compared to decaying
H or C incorporated in the DNA (Painter et al. 1974, Cleaver et al.

1974, Burki et al. 1973, Krisch and Ley 1974), and from the variation of

mutagenic efficiency with molecular position of H incorporated In poly-

nudeotides (Person 1968, Kieft 1968, Funk and Person 1969).

To what extent the effects on the irradiated system vary with the energy

of the slow particle is still uncertain. Experimental findings indicate

that for inactivation of an enzyme or infective DNA, more energy must be



absorbed through electronic interactions for 2-5 keV proton: than for

20-50 keV protons (cf. Bergman 1972).

The fact that the energy required per ionization increases for slow

particles has been observed experimentally in organic gases (Leonard

and Boring 1973) and was derived theoretically for heavy charged particles

(Miller and Boring 1974). Provided that ionization, or processes directly

correlated to ionization (Augenstein 1966), is the biologically important

event, an efficiency varying with the slow particle energy should be

expected.

For a particular atomfbinding energy, molecular weight,and chemical struc-

ture affert the probability of bond-brtakage. A given bond should run

similar risk of breakage in any large biomolecule such as DNA or RNase.

In comparison, the probability of bond-breaking atomic collisions in water

is about 1/3 of that in organic macromolecules. Uith the exception of 0H«,

production of free radicals would therefore be lower in the wet than in

the dry stats.

The calculations presented here indicate that effects of bond-breaking

atomic collisions would be most apparent in living natter exposed to

neutrons in the 0.5-3 keV interval.

t>

2. Theory

The number of bond-breaking atomic collisions (N«) and all critical

events (N-r), the latter including N, and primary ionizations.were derived

for monoenergetic neutrons of energy E interacting with matter. Relative

frequency of atomic collisions is the ratio NA/NT.

Fn

NA/NT .
Vi '

oJ

aa(E).f(E,En.)(6E/öR)-
1-dE

(oa(E)+ae(E)).f(E,En)
7(6E/6R)"1 dE

(1)

The event densities of bond-breaking atomic collisions, o , and electronic
a

interactions, a , were calculated as functions of the particle energy E

from appropriate theory (Lindhard et al. 1963, 1963) and experimental mole-

cular stopping power (Whaling 1953, Sautter and Zimmerman 1965). 6E/6R is

the total linear energy transfer. The expression for electronic stopping
1/2

power, S = k-E , derived by Lindhard et al. (1968) was fitted to experi-

mental data at 25 keV.

° e - S/W, where W is the average energy absorbed per event. In one alter-

native, (A), all critical electronic events were assumed to be the same,



i.e. the absorbtion of 60 eV in a primary ionization independent of par-

ticle energy, in the other (B), they were assumed to require the same

energy as needed for inactivation of enzymes or viral DNA known for pro-

tons of varying energy (Bergman 1972), see U(E) in Table 2. The determina-

tion of the frequency of bond-breaking atomic collisions in macromolecules

has been made as described by Uatt (1972).

The relative density of charged particles induced by a neutron of energy E
-1

and decelerated to energy E is f(E»E
m)=Em (Em-E).

 Tne "»xi"*™ energy trans-
ferred from neutron to charged particle is E . Isctropic scattering may be
assumed in the centre-of-mass system for the neutron energies below 200 keV

2
in those calculations. Therefore, Em=En for protons and Em-En-4M/(M+1) for
C, H end 0-recoils.

Pj is reaction probability:

i=l for the elastic (n.H)-collision generating proton recoils;

i=2 for elastic generation of C, N, 0-recoils (masses assumed equal to
14that of N in calculation of event frequency in matter other than

water);

i=3 and i=4 for production with equal probability of respectively a

0.58 MeV proton and a 40 keV 14C-recoil through the 14N(n,p)14C

capture reaction (a slight contribution should be added to these

energies due to the kinetic energy of the neutron);
1 2i=5 for the capture reaction H(n,y) H generating a 1.3 keV deuteron

recoil.

Only locally absorbed energy was considered, i.e. electronic interactions

due to the 2.2 MeV gamma ray emitted in neutron capture in hydrogen was

not included.

Secondary particle equilibrium was. assumed. This condition is valid at the

centre of a unit density sphere 20 urn in diameter, exposed to neutrons of

less than 200 keV.

Binding energy and effective threshold energy for single-stranded DNA,

RNase and water hit by protons and nitrogen ions, are listed in Table 1.

Part of the energy lost by slow particles colliding with a bond atom is

translated into kinetic energy of the fragments. The collision event is
-15 -12

of short duration (10 s) in comparison tc vibrational relaxation (10 •

- 10" s). Thus, classical theory can be applied, as by Stb'cklin (1969),

to calculate E^, the smallest energy transfer that makes disruption of
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chemical binding probable for an atom of mass m and a binding energy E.

in a molecule of mass M.

Et = E b • M/(H-m) (2)

For example, for an oxygen atom in water there is thus a marked difference

between Et and E. , but in macromolecuies Et and E. are nearly equal.

The effective threshold for recoil production E... depends on the relation

between mass of particle m , and target atom, m.

Eth = Et

3. Results

(m +m)/ra (3)

Calculated numbers of atomic recoils and electronic interactions per nano-

meter (for the case of dissipation of on the average 60 eV) are given in

Fig. 1 for DNA, p = 1.70 g/cm3, RNase, p = 1.33 g/cm3 and H20, p = 1.00 g/cm
3.

There is about two times higher incidence of atomic recoils per unit mass in

the macromolecules than in water. Mainly, this reflects the importance of

molecular mass on yield probability by the influence on Et- in formula (3).

In water the total yield of atomic recoils in exposure to intermediate energy

neutrons would be respectively 31 and 40X of that in protein and DNA.

There is a relatively high threshold for slow protons to disrupt chemical

binding in those encounters with water involving the oxygen atom (cf. Table 1),

Practically all effective atomic collisions in neutron exposure of water

therefore affect either of the two hydrogen atoms. Thus, the predominant

primary products are H and OH radicals. The average initial energy on the

hydrogen recoil varies between 16-24 eV depending on the energy of the in-

cident proton (Bergman 1972) and that of the hydroxyl recoil is 1-2 eV.

In Fig. 1 the yield of primary radiolytic products due to atomic collisions

in water exposed to protons is illustrated by two curves because of the

slightly higher yield of H- than of OH- radicals in the interval above

100 eV. The effective energy threshold appears to be the same for disrup-

tion of one or both covaient bonds associating oxygen with hydrogen in

the water molecule (cf. formula 2). The difference therefore reflects the

three times higher incidence of hydrogen compared to hydroxyl recoils ex-

pected from the knock-on collisions between protons and oxygen.

The highest ratio, NA/NT, is attained at 2 keV for DNA and at about 100 eV

for H2O (Fig. 2). The ratio for DNA is typical for macromolecuic-s containing



14nitrogen since for M,neutron capture is exoenergetic by 0.62 MeV. This

energy is added to the kinetic energy of the captured neutron and will

be dissipated to more than 99^ in electronic interactions. At relatively

low energy, where capture is probable, the N./N, ratio will therefore fall

to below 1% and remain constant for neutron energies below 20 eV. Capture

in hydrogen is the only important nuclear reaction in water. The 1.3 keV

carried by the deuteron recoil but not the 2.2 MeV gamma ray produced in

the neutron capture is locally absorbed. Because of the low kinetic energy

of the deuteron, 20% of the absorbed energy is due to atomic collisions.

Thus, a constant frequency of atomic collisions is approached at sufficiently

low energy, where capture is most important (cf. Fig. 2 below 20 eV).

The area shadowed in Fig. 2 covers the region limited by the curves

corresponding to the alternatives A and B (see above). The alternative

B yields qualitatively analogous response but with a markedly higher

NA/NT ratio in the interval 0.5-20 keV.

The event frequency of bond-breaking atomic collisions in the enzyme Rflase,

representing the proteins of the cell, may be obtained for alternative A

by multiplying corresponding values for DNA in Fig. 2 with a factor 1.29.

Discussion

Atomic collisions leading to bond-breakage are relatively rare. Much less

energy is transferred to the exposed matter by these knock-on events than

by the high number of collisions involving too little momentum transfer

to disrupt covalent binding. Yet, only the bond-breaking atomic collisions

are likely to consitute critical biochemical lesions.

It has been experimentally established that atomic hydrogen - a major

free radical product of collision .in organic macromolecules - inactivates

enzymes and viral single-stranded DNA in the dry state (Jung and Kurzinger

1963). In the wet state, however, the hydroxyl radical seems to be the more

important species as far as induction of DNA strand breaks is being con-

cerned (Achey and Duryea 1974).

The yield of hydroxyl radicals in the primary radiolytic processes in

water corresponds to about one -OH generated on the average for each 40

eV dissipated in electronic interactions (Thomas 1967). A comparison bet-

ween the -OH yield that may be derived from Fig. 1 for electronic inter-

actions and that for atomic collisions in water, indicates that the

electronically induced -OH should dominate, possibly with exception for

Drotons in tha interval 10-100 eV. It should be recognized, that the cal-

culated density of atomic recoils in Fig. 1 might be somewhat higher than



the real density. The calculation does not account for the probable asso-

ciation between electronic excitation and head-on collisions (Lindhard et

al. 1963) or the possible sterical hindrance to generation of the recoil.

Such effects are thought to reduce the probability for production of

recoils to C.4 in macromolecules (Bergman 1972).

The efficiency by which radiolytic products of water may react with matter

varies with the energy of the particles (cf. Stock!in 1969) and thus with

their range. This situation should be of importance with regard to the

possibility for the "hot" radicals generated in atomic collisions in water

to affect DMA, for example, which is separated from water molecules by

"protecting" protein structures in most eukaryotic cells.

The optimal situation for resolving effects of atomic collisions could be

obtained with 0.5-3 keV neutrons, Fig. 2. Although relatively monoenergetic

fields of 2 keV neutrons are possible to produce, in principle (Brugger

and Simpson 1973), they are not yet available in appropriate form for biologi-

cal application. However,chromosomal aberrations have been studied in Chinese

hamster fibroblasts (Bergman and Sturelid 1974) exposed to neutrons of mean

energy 3.5 keV (Bergman 1974), where 8% of the dose was due to atomic colli-

sions.

In living matter exposed to natural radiation, 0.7% of the average absorbed

dose is associated with neutrons (UNSCEAR 1972, Hess et al. 1959). Only a

snail fraction of this dose is due to slow particles, and still less in-

volves atomic collisions.

The transmutation of incorporated tritium should be similar to a bond-

breaking atomic collision involving hydrogen, in that a radical site is

induced where the decay occurs (Adams 1968, Kacéna 1968) without much

energy being dissipated. Yet, the inventory of tritium due to natural

sources (UNSCEAR 1972) gives rize to an annual dose cf some prad .

Thus, only about one of a million cells in the organism suffers anually

from a tritium decay in the nucleus.

It is entirely unknown whether enzymic repair processes that conceivably

have becone adapted during evolution to lesions typical for ionizing radia-

tion, are equally effective in correcting damage caused by atomic collisions.

Due to lack of experimental information about biological expression of slow

particle induced damage, it therefore remains to be established to what

extent radiation effects of intermediate energy neutrons may be predicted



by interpolation of results of experimental observations with neutrons of

other energies.

Due to the abundance of hydrogen, tissue is very efficient as a neutron

moderator. After penetration of 3-5 cm tissue, the dose absorbed from re-

coiling slow particles, which are induced by neutrons of less than 100 keV,

will be less than 1-100 of that at the exposed surface (Frigerio et al.

1968). Consequently, slow particle interactions will predominantly occur

in tissue within 3 cm t rom the surface for intermediate energy neutrons.

Even ne?r the surface atomic collisions will contribute relatively less in

extended media than in the small targets considered in Fig. 2, due to the

substantial contribution to dose absorbed from capture gamma rays (Auxier

et al. 1968, Frigerio et al. 1968).

In man, lynphoid, hemopoietic and testicular tissues will be within effec-

tive "range" of intermediate energy neutrons. These three radiosensitive

tissues will therefore be critical in exposure of man to neutron-induced

slow particles.

Intermediate energy neutrons are considered optimal for applications in

neutron capture therapy (Sweet et al. 1963, Frigerio and Branson 1967,

Frigerio et al. 1968, Frigerio 1970), because of the better penetration

in tissue in comparison to thermal neutrons.

Measurements at several sites outside the shieldings of reactors and high-

energy accelerators (Nachtigall 1967, Basson 1963) also indicate that

often a large and sometimes even dominating fraction of surface dose in

tissue originates from epithermal neutrons below 100 keV. The possible

specific health-hazard of such exposure must be considered.

This work v.'as supported by the Swedish Atomic Research Council.
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TABLE 1

Atomic composition, binding energy and effective threshold energy for

molecular single-stranded DNA, RNase and water hit by protons and

nitrogen or oxygen ions.

Target Atomic Binding
molecules composition energy

(1023 atoms/cm3) (eV)

Effective threshold energy
(eV)

for for
proton nitrogen ion

DNA

RNase

Water

h

C

N
0

P

H
C
N
0

S

H

0

0.408

0.310

0.124

0.200

0.034

0.521

0.332

0.0966

0.114

0.0102

0.6692

0.3346

4.2

12.5

8.8

7.1

13.8

4.2

11.7

10.1

7.8

6.7

5.11

10.23

8.4

13.5

9.4

7.5

14.3

8.4

12.7

10.8

8.3

6.9

10.84

92.2

62.6

25.2

17.6

15.2

20.0

62.6

21.7

20.2

16.7

9.7

92.2*

184.4*

* Calculated for oxygen ion as incident particle.

** Based on experimental binding energies for covalent bonds in lov/

weight organic molecules (Herzberg 1966, Cruickshank and Benson 1969).
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The energy W, in units of a primary iorrzation of 60 eV .dissipated on

the average in electronic processes to induce the same amount of inacti-

vation at different proton energies.

*

w(60 eV)

proton
energy
(keV)

1.0

200

1.0

100

1.05

50

1.2

20

1.6

10

2.2

5

3

3

5

2

8

1.5

20

1.2

20

< 1.2

* Derived from experimental data on singla-strand DNA and RNase (Jung 1967,

Jung and Zimtner 1965) applied to an inactivation model based on LSS-theory

(Bergman 1972).
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Tig. 1 Density of bond-breaking atomic collisions and primary ioniza-

tions of 60 eV in electronic interactions versus proton energy.

Targets of DNA ( ), Rnase ( ) , and H?0 ( ).
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Fig. 2 The number of bond-breaking atomic collisions relative to the

total number of critical events, including atomic collisions

and electronic interactions, in DNA and H-O.


